Comparing neutral and trade-off community models in shaping the community biomass-diversity relationship under different disturbance levels.
Among numerous mechanisms shaping the unimodal relationship between diversity and community biomass, the trade-off model of "CRS" theory is the most famous one. However, recent researches indicate that this relationship may also emerge under the neutral model where all species are identical with each other. By using an individual-based spatially-explicit model, we evaluated the underlying mechanisms shaping this curve for both models under different disturbance levels. We found unimodal relationships emerged for both models at low and medium disturbance levels; the richness for the trade-off community was lower than the neutral community for most of the environment severity levels, especially at the benign environment due to the strong competitive exclusions among species. Whereas under high disturbance level, the positive relationships emerged for both models; both communities had similar richness with their curves nearly overlapped with each other, that is, because the high disturbance intensity strongly decreased the competitive exclusions within the trade-off community. Our results indicate that although the underlying mechanisms are totally different, both models will produce the similar relationship between diversity and community biomass under different disturbance levels.